
KAUS Case Study



The Problem

Background

Originally a B2B business for the past 30 
years, KAUS is looking to become a B2C 
corporation by offering their insurance 
bundles online and regain market share. 

Problem Statement

How might we simplify the experience of 
purchasing insurance bundles online that 
is specific to the customer’s needs?



The Solution
Recommendation tool: In order to reduce decision fatigue and the paralysis of 
comparing multiple plans from various insurance websites, an AI-powered algorithm will 
give customers only three recommendations to choose from based on their needs from 
the questionnaire and the plans others, who have similar needs, chose.

Live chat: Live customer support that allows younger users who prefer to chat a fast 
way to speak directly to their local agent.

Customizable bundles: Customers can add/remove plans as they wish, bundles only 
include what the customer needs and nothing more.

Fold down: Not only for quick viewing of insurance details, but also a way to get back to 
a specific part of the questionnaire to make corrections/changes. This hopes to 
motivate users to finish the questionnaire since using only back and forward keys to 
make corrections can be frustrating.



1) Create an online website for KAUS that offers insurance bundles, is easy 
to understand, and appeals to the younger demographic.

2) Modernize logo and branding

Goals



Process Overview

1. Empathize

Research:

Competitive 
Analysis

User interviews

Empathy Map

Persona

2. Define 3. Ideate 4. Prototype 5. Test

Information 
Architecture:

Project Goals

Feature Roadmap

Sitemap

Interaction 
Design:

Task Flow

User flow

Wireframes

Responsive 
Wireframes

Prototype

UI Design:

Moodboard

Logo

Brand Style

Responsive UI 
design

UI Kit

Iteration and 
Implementation:

High-Fidelity 
Prototype

Usability Testing

Affinity Map



● Identify pain points and unmet needs 
in the current user experience of 
buying insurance

● Determine what users like and dislike 
about purchasing insurance online

● Understand how competing 
companies sell their insurance policies 
and identify areas of opportunity

Empathize: Research Goals

Goals Methodologies

● Competitive Analysis
● User Interviews
● Persona



Empathize: Competitive Analysis



Empathize: User Interviews
Number of Participants: 5
Ages: 23- 42
    
Needs: 
● Better, clearer 

comparison tool
● Selective bundling 
● Responsive customer 

service (ie: online chat 
box)

● Simplicity
● More personalized 

experience customized 
to the user’s specific 
needs

    
Frustrations:
● Overwhelming 

jargon/technical terms
● Confusing comparison 

tool
● Confusing overall 

experience
● Lack of customer 

support

    
Motivations:
● Fair (sometimes lowest) 

prices
● Safety, security, and 

protection from 
accidents

● Convenience (ie: 
easy-to-use website) 
and responsive customer 
service



Empathize: Empathy Map
Insights:

Users are overwhelmed and 
confused when buying 
insurance.

Most people research insurance 
online and compare different 
plans before purchasing.

Users value efficiency, 
convenience, simplicity, 
transparency, and tailored 
bundles.

Users want better customer 
support and a simpler 
comparison tool.



Empathize: Persona



Define: Information Architecture
After data collection, four methods were used 
to determine information architecture:

● Project Goals
● Feature Roadmap
● Card Sorting
● Sitemap



Define: Project Goals
Key Goals:

● Simple, 
easy-to-use-and-u
nderstand 
experience similar 
to online shopping

● Recommendation 
Tool

● Responsive design 
for desktop and 
mobile



Define: Feature Roadmap



Define: Feature Roadmap cont.



Define: Sitemap



Ideate: Interaction Design
After determining the organization of the website, 
flows and wireframes were created to take the user 
from A to Z to ensure logical navigation and 
progression. The following methods were used:

● Task Flow
● User flow
● Wireframes
● Responsive Wireframes
● Prototype



Ideate: Task Flow
Task: Find an insurance plan/bundle that suits user’s specific needs.

This task flow targets new users of the younger demographic who feel overwhelmed by 
crowded websites and lack of support.



Ideate: User Flow
This depicts a typical user flow from the home page, to the recommendation tool and bundles, 
and lastly, to checkout.



Ideate: User Flow Highlight - Rec Tool



Ideate: Responsive Wireframes

Homepage - 
Tablet version

Homepage - 
Mobile version



Prototype: UI Design

● Moodboard
● Logo
● Brand Style
● Responsive UI design
● UI Kit

After wireframing, the focus shifted to UI 
design to modernize KAUS’s brand image, 
logo, and bring the product to life.



Ideate: Wireframes Homepage & Recommendation Tool  - Desktop version



Prototype: Moodboard and Logo
In addition to the alliteration 
between Kaus and kangaroo, 
much like Geico, an animal was 
used as a memorable mascot. 

Pastel teal, yellow, and purple were chosen for their 
calming and welcoming effect while reflecting the 
brand’s values of trust and simplicity.



Prototype: Brand Style



Prototype: Responsive UI Design Desktop

Please view the prototype here: 
https://www.figma.com/file/xff6EwKaH6wqqKgbiY4W8p/KAUS-DESKT
OP-FINAL-PROTOTYPE?node-id=1%3A2101&t=DzWOe3rGIm2wOuox-1

https://www.figma.com/file/xff6EwKaH6wqqKgbiY4W8p/KAUS-DESKTOP-FINAL-PROTOTYPE?node-id=1%3A2101&t=DzWOe3rGIm2wOuox-1
https://www.figma.com/file/xff6EwKaH6wqqKgbiY4W8p/KAUS-DESKTOP-FINAL-PROTOTYPE?node-id=1%3A2101&t=DzWOe3rGIm2wOuox-1


Prototype: Responsive UI Design Highlights
Desktop

Progress bar

Top choice

Insurance 
details fold 
down

Live chat

Glossary

Get Started



Prototype: Responsive UI Design

Desktop Tablet Mobile



Prototype: UI Kit



Test: Iteration and Implementation

● High-Fidelity Prototype

● Usability Testing

● Affinity Map

Once UI was finished, it was time to put the 
design to the test and observe how users 
reacted to the product, how they navigated, 
what were their frustrations/points of confusion, 
and identify areas of improvement. The 
following methods were used:



Test: High-Fidelity Prototype

Objectives:
● Test the main flow and 

navigation of the website: 
recommendation tool for 
ease of use. 

● Observe points of 
difficulty/confusion.

Goals:
● Identify current pain points 

(ie: CTA design, placement, 
wording, etc.)

● Identify current successes of 
the navigation, flow, and IA

● Observe user interactions 



Test: Usability Testing

Questions asked during usability testing:

● Are the questions easy to answer? Is the wording/selections confusing?

● At what point(s) of selecting insurance needs clarification or support?

● On a scale of 1-5 with 5 being extremely difficult, how would you rate your experience selecting an insurance 

bundle?

● On a scale of 1-5 with 5 being extremely difficult, how would you rate your overall experience using this 

website? May I ask you to elaborate on your rating, please? 

Participants

Number of participants: 5

Age: 20 – 30

Background: Little to zero experience buying insurance or seeking to buy multiple plans



Test: Usability Testing Findings



Test: Affinity Map



Next Steps

1.

2.

3.

Implement wording and design adjustments 
from user feedback. This includes replacing 
confusing icons, clarifying wording, and 
adding a modal.

Prototype in Invision to test other 
interactions like the pop-up live chat box.

With the edits, conduct more usability tests, 
and gather feedback for further 
improvements.

Make  adjustments

Higher fidelity prototype

Test


